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A B S T R A C T

The paper is mainly a review of technical and economic characteristics

of various types of neutron sources that could be considered for neutron

radiography and gauging. Minimum application requirements along with sources

that may be used to satisfy the requirements are presented. The primary

organizations in the United States that offer commercial neutron radiography

services are listed. Contacts at some organizations that manufacture and/or

distribute neutron sources are also included.
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INTRODUCTION

Neutron radiography has progressed from the laboratory environment in the

early 1960's to an established nondestructive testing technique with considerable

practical application by the mid-19701 s. Neutron radiography does not have the

widespread application given to X-radiography, and it probably never will be-

cause of technical and economic constraints associated with procurement and

operation of suitable neutron sources. However, considerably greater use of

this inspection technique is expected in the near future, especially if suitable

neutron sources become more readily available to potential users.

Perhaps the earliest practical application of neutron radiography was the

inspection of irradiated reactor fuel.v Applications then progressed to other

nuclear, aerospace, and military inspection problems. Most of these inspections

involved components for which early or unplanned failure could result in loss of

life or of costly investments in complex engineering developments. The cost of

inspection was relatively ~asy to justify for these applications . The cost effective-

ness of neutron radiography or gauging for more routine, less critical production

processes is debatable and should ultimately depend upon ecoaomics associated

with neutron sources.

This report deals with technical and economic considerations related to

neutron sources suitable for radiography and gauging. Thermal-neutron sources

are emphasized; there is little information concerning neutrons in other energy

ranges. The paper is perhaps best described as a review of the neutron source

situation at the mid-1970's. General data on performance, cost, portability, etc.

are presented for the three major neutron source categories. Some potential

vendors for supplying source hardware as well as neutron radiography services are

also included.
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COMPONENTS OF A RADIOGRAPHY SOURCE ASSEMBLY

Neutron radiography sources are available in three general types: (a) radio-

active isotopes, (b) accelerators> and (c) nuclear reactors. Although these

source types exhibit significant differences, they also have some common

characteristics. First, there is the neutron-emitting material. This material

may occupy a very small localized volume, or it may be distributed over a large

volume of the source assembly. This source material emits neutrons with energies

considerably above thermal,

The second component is the moderator. This material either surrounds the

neutron emitter or has the emitter distributed through a large part of its volume.

The moderator not only slows the neutrons down, but also reflects neutrons back

to the center of the source and serves as shielding for personnel protection,

mhe third major component of a neutron radiography source assembly is the

beam collimator. Three types of collimators have been used for neutron radio-

(2) (2)
graphy. They are: the simple straight parallel-wall, ' the Soller s l i t , • and the

(4)

divergent beam collimators . The important factors for each of these collimators

is the total length (L) and the diameter of the entrance opening (D). These para-

meters define the angular divergence of the beam and the neutron intensity at the

inspection object.

Each collimator system has its desirable and undesirable characteristics.

The simple straight parallel-wall collimator produces a beam of parallel-path

neutrons, but the beam coverage is very limited in s i ze . The Soller slit provides

a larger useful beam area as well as a beam of paraliel-path neutrons, but the

inlet requires a uniform neutron flux over a large volume to prevent nonuniformity

problems at the inspection object plane. The divergent collimator can provide

a large uniform beam coverage, but some image distortion occurs at the edges of
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the beam coverage because the neutron paths are radial rather than parallel ,

The beam distortion is too small to present problems except in a few special

inspections. Hence, the divergent beam is the type of collimator used and re-

commended for most practical applications .

APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS

The extent to which neutrons can be utilized for practical radiography and

gauging is dependent on several neutron source parameters such as : (a) neutron

energy, (b) neutron intensity, (c) beam collimation, (d) background radiation,

(e) physical size and portability of source assembly, and (f) cost . No single

source stands out as being best in each of these categories for all applications.

Each application requires careful study and evaluation to match source characteris-

tics with tes t constraints and requirements.

Application requirements are in general contradictory. For instance, there

are serious conflicts between neutron intensity and cost and between neutron

intensity and portability. Although it is difficult to be specific about requirements

without first evaluating the application, the following general comments apply to

almost any practical application „

Neutron Energy

Thermal neutrons are required for almost any practical application. Most

neutron radiography has been with thermal neutrons. This condition is not

expected to change in the foreseeable future because this is the energy region

that exhibits the most interesting and useful attenuation characteristics. Also,

thermal-neutron images are eas ies t to detect and record. T ..• are applications,

especially in inspection of reactor fuel, for which thermal neutrons do not pene-

trate the object sufficiently to perform meaningful radiographic inspections.

Epithermal, or resonance, neutrons are usually used to satisfy tes t requirements

for these applications.
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Most neutrons are "born" with energies considerably above thermal.

Therefore, a neutron source being considered for radiography should include

sufficient moderator material to slow down or thermalize the source neutrons.

Fortunately, moderator materials can be relatively easily incorporated into most

source assemblies, and the energy distribution of neutrons in a weakly absorbing

slowing -down medium is such that beams of either thermal or eiptherrnal neutrons

can be extracted if proper filtration and collimation techniques are used.

Fast neutrons will probably be used more for practical applications cf

gauging than for radiography. This is partly due to the fact that gauging can be

done with either scattered or transmitted neutrons and partly due to different con-

straints on neutron detection methods. Shielding and interference from scattering

could become important considerations if fast neutrons are used for inspection.

Beam Collimation

The collimator L/D ratio (L = collimator length, D - entrance diameter) should

be 10 or greater to give useful resolution. Collimator L/D ratios of 5G or greater

are recommended for most practical applications .

Neutron Intensity

9 °

A radiography source should produce a thermal neutron flux of 10 n/cm -sec

or more that is accessible for beam extraction if it is to be seriously considered

for practical applications . (High resolution radiography requires a neutron flux
12 2

of about 10 rt/cm -sec.) The minimum neutron intensity that could be considerec

useful for gauging is not well established, but it is probably about 10,000 times

lower than radiography requirements .

The fundamental figure of merit for a radiography source is the maximum

thermal neutron flux in the source assembly available for beam extraction. This

available source intensity is then apportioned to collirnation or tc beam intensity,
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depending on test requirements. With a given source assembly, beam intensity

(speed) can be increased only by sacrificing collimation (resolution) and vice

versa.

Very few, if any, practical applications of neutron radiography can tolerate

a detector exposure of less than 10 n/cm" , With a collimator l /D of 10, the

available thermal neutron flux in the source assembly would have to be about

9 2

10 n/cm -sec- to produce a radiograph of a "thin" specimen in 1/2 hour. It

is very doubtful that neutron sources with intensities lower than this will ever be

of much practical value for rediographic inspections .

Background Radiation

Direct metal-screen image detection requires a neutron-gamma ratio of
5 9 4 9

about 10 n/cm -mR, and scintillators requjre a ratio of about 10 " n/cm -mR to
produce neutron radiographs with negligible y-radiation interference.

Dirt-ct-exposure imaging techniques are useful only if the source can produce

a radiography beam with a relatively low y-ray inclusion, A high y background can

tjieatly reduce the radiographic contrast of low atomic number materials in the

inspection object. Direct metel-screen image detection shows about the same

exposure from 10" n/cm or 1 mR of ° Coy radiation.

Physical Size and portability of Source

The size and portability requirements for a source assembly must be determined

for each application. The only general comment that can be made is that it would

be very difficult and costly to incorporate portability (or even movability) tato a

very intense neutron source assembly.

Co_s_t

Neutron sources are more costly to procure, maintain, and operate than X-ray

sources . Therefore, each application must be evaluated to determine if neutron

inspections are economically just i f ied.
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NUCLEAR REACTOR SOURCES

The majority c£ the practical neutron radiography has been done by use of

a nuclear reactor as the neutron source. The main reasons for this are:

1. Reactors are very prolific sources of neutrons s even when operating

at low to medium power levels,

2 . Most reactor beams are rich in thermal neutrons compared to other

radiations.

3. Most of the early research in, and applications of, neutron

radiography were associated with the reactor industry.

4 . Neutron radiography can be essentially a by-product of many

reactors,

5 . Organizations that first offered neutron radiography as a commercial

service used available reactors as their neutron sources.

6. Most applications have allowed the inspection objects to be taken

to the neutron source rather than requiring the source to be taken to

the inspection objects.

There are essentially three ways of providing a reactor source for neutron

radiography. The first is to subscribe to commorcial radiography services

offered by various organizations. The second it to utilize an existing reactor

facility. The third is to procure and operate a reactor specifically for radiography,

Commercial Radiography Services

Three organizations perform essentially all of the commercial neutron

radiography service in the U.S. The^e organizations, listed in Table I, all use

research reactors that were originally procured for other programs and then

modified to perform neutron radiographic inspections.
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The availability of commercial neutron radiography services has had a

significant impact on practical applications . It has made available first class

equipment, techniques, and trained operating personnel to any organization in

the country on a timely basis and at a relatively modest cost. The quality ot

their radiographs is excellent (see Fig. 1,2), turnaround time is short (often

1-day service), and the cost varies from about $30 per radiograph for inspections

that require essentially no setup to $150 per radiograph for inspections that

require substantial setup or advance preparation.

TABLE I

Organizations Offering Commercial Neutron Radiography Service

Organization Address Neutron Source

Aerotest Operations, Inc. 3455 Fostoria Way Aerotest Radiography
San Ramon, CA 94583 and Research Reactor

(ARRR)
T e l . (415) 837-4248

Atomics In te rna t iona l 8900 DeSoto Avenue Water Boiler L-85
Canoga Park, GA 91304

General Electric Co. P.O. Box 846 General Electric Nuclear

Pleasanton, CA 94566 Test Reactor (GENTR)

Tel. (415) 862-2211

Very brief descriptions of services offered by these orgariizations, along with

technical contacts, are attached as Appondlx A.

Utilizing existing Facilities

All of the reactor-source neutron radiography in the U.S. has been done with

facilities that were originally procured for other programs . These facilities

usually need minor modifications for radiography, but these modifications require

only a small fraction of the capital investment required to build an entire facility.

Also, operating costs can often be shared with other programs „ Hence, there are

very strong economic incentives to utilize existing facilities whenever possible.
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Reactcr facilities must be available to organizations with practical

applications if this option is to make much of an Impact on source availability.

It appears th^t the only way this can happen is to have the operating organizations

enter the commercial business,, However, existing facilities will continue to

contribute heavily in the fields of development and application studies.

Procuring Single-Purpose Reactors

The convenience of having an in-house operation is of considerable benefit

for many practical applications . This is particularly true where shipment of the

inspection objects presents special problems such as those involved in the ship-

ment of explosives or radioactive reactor fuel. Since the highest quality neutron

radiographs are made with reactor sources, it seems inevitable that procurement

of a reactor specifically for neutron radiography will receive serious consideration,

In considering a reactor facility, the questions "Which is the best reactor?" and

"How much will it cost?" will surely arise.

Some desirable characteristics of a reactor procured specifically for

radiography are low cost, high available thermal flux for beam extraction, some

capability for beam tailoring, and small size. The most formidable problems

associated with procuring a reactor are cost and satisfying requirements and

regulations imposed by various regulatory agencies . The extensive work and

oxporionco on university-type research reactors has provided an adequate base to

ensure that no serious technical problem could negate attempts to produce a

suitable reactor for neutron radiography.

Indications are that any reactor procured specifically for neutron radiography

will come from a commercial supplier who has charged the cost for basic design,

hazards evaluation, and other one-time expenses to other programs . Reactors

that fit rMs situation most closely are the TRIGA systems developed and sold by
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General Atomic Co., (G.A.) and the water boilers developed and sold by

Atomics International (A.I.) • Brief descriptions of these product lines are

presented in Table II.

The minimum cost to purchase a reactor that would be suitable as a source

for neutron radiography and place it in operation would be at. least $500,000. The

more useful and desirable models would cost approximately $1 million. A small

reactor facility would require about four trained persons for the operating staff.

This would constitute the bulk (80 - 90%) of annual operating costs for the

facility.

The Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory has purchased a reactor

(TRIGA) specifically for radiography, but the reactor is not yet installed and

operating. The reactor will be used mainly for reactor fuel inspection„ The CEA

in France has built and placed in operation a special small reactor for neutron

radiographic inspection of irradiated reactor fuel. ' These cases demonstrate

that there is some interest in procuring reactors specifically for radiography.

Reactor manufacturers predict that there will be a modest market for radiography

sources, but the number of applications that can justify procuring and operating

a reactor solely for radiography will be small.

ISOTOPIG SOURCES

Most isotopic neutron sources use either the (a, n) or the (y, n) reaction for

neutron production. These sources have been used for many years for a variety of

applications . They have the desirable features of being very reliable and at

least semiportable, but the thermal-neutron intensities that can be achieved from

isotopic source assemblies are low, at least when compared to an operating nuclear

reactor. Spontaneous fissioning of transplutonium elements is a third neutron-

producing reaction. Yield, half-life, availability, and estimated cost for many

isotopic sources proposed for neutron radiography have been tabulated by Barton. '



TABLE II

Characteristics of "Commercially Available" Reactors for Neutron Radiography

Manufacturer

L-88

Atomics International

TRIGA MARK II

General Atomic Company

MINI-TRIGA

General Atomic Company

Design Power Level 10 kW Varies 250 - 1000 kW
steady state

250 kW

Maximum Available
Thermal Flux

5 x 10 n/cm - sec -3 x 1012 n /cm 2 - sec@
250 kW

• 3 o
10 n/cm"-sec

Fuel Aqueous UD, SO.

(90% enriched)
Rod-type U-ZrP

(~2 0% enriched)

Rod- ,-ype U-ZrH

(~9; :, enriched)
1.6

o
i
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The (y, n) reaction probably will not find much use for practical radiography

or gauging. The gamma-ray background is too high for direct imaging, and it

could cause interference problems in gauging. The Sb-Be combination has had
(7)

some application in inspection of irradiated reactor fuel,v but its use has been

essentially abandoned because the quality of the results is considerably inferior

to the quality obtained from a reactor source.

Sources that make use of the (a, n) reaction do not have sufficient intensity

to be of much practical value for radiography. However, these sources have

adequate intensity for many gauging applications, and they merit serious

consideration where high-efficiency neutron detectors can be utilized. Economic

and ha^-life considerations are very favorable for (a, n) sources if low intensities

can be tolerated.

252On the basis of technical performance, spontaneous fissioning of Cf is

by far the most attractive isotopic source. Neutron intensity is limited by

economic rather than technical reasons; the gamma background is low enough to

allow direct-exposure radiography; and the average energy of neutrons from Cf

is somewhat lower than for (a, n) sources. This gives a high efficiency for

thermal ization.

252
The use of Cf has been researched widely in recent years, and several

investigators have reported useful radiographs when using this material as the

source. The quality of the radiographs has been considerably below the quality

252
obtained from reactors, but Cf may find substantial use for radiography,

especially for applications that require only moderate resolution or source
252

portability. Examples of neutron radiographs made with a Cf source with a
Q

source strength of 7 .8 x 10 n/sec are shown in. Fig. 3 .
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Considerable uncertainty remains about the future cost and availability
9 CO

of Cf. At the present time, sources are available for application and

demonstration boidies from the organizations listed in Table III. These organi-

zations are also in a position to supply technical infofmation as well as latest
252

cost and availability for Cf.

TABLE III

252Organizations Involved in Cf Application Work

Company Name Address _ Technical Contact

INTELCOM RAD TECH 7650 Convoy Court Dr. Joseph John
P.O. Box 80817 (714) 565-7171
San Diego, CA 92138

Nuclear Systems, Inc. 924 Joplin Street Mr. Donald A. Garrett
P.O. Box 2543 (504) 348-0846
Baton Rouge. LA 70821

ACCELERATOR SOURCES

Accelerators that hold the greatest potential for neutron radiography are those

that bombard suitable target materials with energetic positive ions. Neutrons

can be produced by positive-ion bombardment with accelerating voltages as low as

50 kV, but machines that could be considered useful for neutron radiography would

need an accelerating potential of at least 150 kV.
•5 4 9 1 Q in

Specific reactions of interest are H(d, n) He, H(d, n) He, and Be(d, n)1 B.

Of these reactions, H(d, n) He has probably received the most attention because

it has a relatively high yield from low bombarding energies . Useful results have

been obtained, but as with isotopic sources, the quality of the radiographs is

rather poor when compared to reactor work. Also, tritium targets have short
lifetimes. This reaction has not gained much acceptance for practical applications.

2 3
The H(d, n) He reaction is widely used for .r""oenergetic neutron production

in the energy range 2 -6 MeV. Neutron output is only weakly dependent on length
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of target use, but the yield is too low to be of much practical value for neutron

radiography.
q in

The Be(d, n) B reaction has the highest neutron yield for positive-ion

bombardment. However, energies in excess of 1 MeV are necessary to obtain

this high yield. Sophisticated equipment is required to supply accelerating

potentials of this magnitude, and the investment for such equipment is substantial.

Nevertheless, this reaction does merit consideration for practical applications.

High Voltage Engineering Corporation has demonstrated that a 2 MeV Van de Graaff

accelerator (deuterons on beryllium) can produce sufficient neutrons for many
(8)practical applications of neutron radiography.

Several "compact" machines are commercially available that ate capable

of accelerating positive ions to energies between 1 MeV and 30 MeV. Three

companies that manufacture such machines are High Voltage Engineering

Corporation, Burlington, Mass . , the Cyclotron Corporation, Berkeley, Calif.,

and North American Philips Company, Inc., New York, New York.

The price range on such machines is rather large, but one should expect to

pay about $250,000 for 3 machine that would attain a peak thermal flux of about
10 2

10 n/cm -sec in the moderator medium.

Electron accelerators can be used as neutron sources by irradiating a

suitable neutron-yielding material with the bremsstrahlung produced when

energetic electrons strike a target of high atomic number.

Any nuclide can be made to undergo photodisintegration with photons of

adequate energy, but beryllium and uranium appear to be the most useful materials.

Beryllium has a low threshold energy for photoneutron production (~1.66 MeV) and

is normally used for photon energies up to 10 MeV. The threshold energy for

photoneutron production in uranium is ~9 MeV, and yield rises quite rapidly as
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photon energy increases. The yield from a uranium target is considerably higher

than the yield from beryllium target at photon energies of 15 MeV and up.

A 25 MeV linear accelerator could produce sufficient neutrons to give an
11 2

available peak thermal flux in the moderator medium of ~2 x 10 n/cm -sec.

This is a respectable flux intensf y and could be used for many practical applica-

tions . A 25 MeV machine would be very costly. However, such a machine could

serve a dual role since it could be used for neutron radiography and for high-

energy X-radiography. Change-over time from one radiation to the other could be

as low as a few hours.

DISCUSSIONS AND OPINIONS

Neutron radiography has started from a small but relatively well-financed

base in nuclear, ordinance and military, and aerospace operations. There has

been rather rapid growth in practical applications in recent years, and continued

growth in production-type inspections is visualized. This rate of growth will

undoubtedly be coupled very closely to the availability of suitable neutron sources.

Applications for neutron gauging seem to be developing at a slower rate than

for radiography. However, gauging applications will not be tied so closely to

neutron source availability. Intensity requirements are much lower than for

radiography, and there are several low-cost isotopic and accelerator sources

available that could be used for practical gauging applications.

Neutron radiographic inspections can be conveniently classified as those for

which the inspection objects can be moved to the neutron source relatively easily

and those for which transporting the inspection objects is impractical OL impossible

The applications that allow the inspection objects to be moved easily generally

require either good resolution with low to moderate throughput or high production

rates with low to moderate resolution. An intense neutron source is highly
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desirable for either of these conditions. Although an in-house facility is

usually preferred for convenience, commercial services will almost certainly

offer a significant economic advantage for most applications.

An organization that offers commercial radiography services probably has

to recover less than $200, 000 to completely pay for its neutron radiography

facilities. Inflation, changes in regulations, e tc . have forced the price to

duplicate such facilities up to about $1 million. Assuming that $15 per radio-

graph (1/2 of the minimum charge) is for amortizing the facility, and that

transporting the inspection objects requires another $10 per radiograph for handling

and shipping, we find that 40,000 - 50,000 radiographs would be required to "pay"

for an intense neutron source for radiography. (Labor charges for e»i in-house

facility should be about the same as the labor charges paid to commercial

suppliers.) Thus an organization must anticipate considerable volume to justify

an in-house facility for industrial applications.

There are several radiographic applications where locating the source in a

particular area is necessary, or at least desirable . These can be classified as

field applications (in situ inspections) or applications where shipping the

inspection objects is hazardous and/or very costly. The number of true field in-

spections seems to be small, so source rentals may be considered to give some

oconomic relief for applications of short duration. There seems to bo littlo choice

other than procuring a source for applications that fall in the second classification.

The type of source would depend upon inspection requirements and available

financing.

In principle, one cou.'.d obtain peak thermal fluxes of 10 n/cm -sec up to

10 n/cm "-sec or more from isotopes ( Cf), accelerators, or reactors.

Neutrons from one type of source make no better radiographs than neutrons from
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another type (with the same flux intensity). Before selecting a source for a

radiographic application one should first determine the rate of production, degree

of resolution desired, and expected total length of service. Then one should

choose the source option that satisfies test requirements at the least cost per

radiograph.

A subcritical assembly has the potential to be used as a neutron amplifier or

fiux booster for sources with low yields. If a subcritical assembly is to be used

for neutron radiography it will have to be inexpensive, small, and portable, and

bo constructed so the change of achieving an unwanted criticality is not credible.

Work on subcriticals indicates that the flux advantage in the assemblies as

compared to a neutron source surrounded by a pure moderator is small unless

kef£ of the system is close to unity. With the present climate in regulatory areas,

it seems that a subcritical assembly with a k „ of 0.9 or greater would have to

have evaluations and approvals for safeguards, operation, and shipping. If this

is true, the subcritical assembly will probably not be economically justified.
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riGUHi: CAPTIONS

Fig . 1 Neutron radiographs taken with a reactor source (L-85). The
upper radiograph shows a series of squibs filled with a charge.
The lower radiograph shows the squibs in a larger assembly.
Both negatives show some squibs with the charge missing.
(Radiographs courtesy Atomics International Division, Rockwell
International.)

Fig. 2 Neutron radiograph of explosive bolts taken with a reactor
source (ARRR). (Radiograph courtesy Aerotest Operations .)

252Fig. 3 Neutron radiographsJaken with a Cf source with a source
strength of 7.8 x 10 n / s e c . The top radiograph is a series of
pipes partially filled with water. The lower radiograph is of an
unfired 30 06 ammunition round , (Radiographs courtest of
Nuclear Systems, Inc.)
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APPENDIX A

Brief Descriptiors of Available Commercial Neutron Radiography Services



3455 FOSTORIA WAY - SAN RAMON. CALIFORNIA 94583 . (415) 837-4240

A SUBSIDIARY OF (

Aerotest Operations, located in the San Francis-
co Bay Area Industrial Community, has provided
N-Radiographic Inspection Services since 1969
that are unexcelled in economy, quality and
speed. A 14 x i7 inch exposure can be produced
within a price range of S25 to $75, depending on
quantity. (Nominal handling charges are required
for some components when mounting is required.)
Items arriving in the morning for neutrcn radio-
graphic inspection are ready for return shipment
the same day. Aerotest has the only commercial
production facility capable of producing high
quality neutron radiographs at a rate exceeding
100 14 x 17 inch exposures each 8 hour shift.
The Aerotest facility provides a uniform thermal
neutron exposure with high resolution and con-
trast over the entire film using The Aerotest
Radiography and Research Reactor (ARRR] for the
neutron source. Ultrafine-grain film is used ex-
clusivelv for Aerotest neutron radiography.

Aerotest presents a 3-day course in "Neutron
Radiographic Interpretation" four times annually.
Students obtain "hands on" experience while
learning the effective use of neutron radiography
for inspection. Students learn when neutron radio-
graphy can be used effectively for inspection and
how to interpret neutron radiographs. Demonstra-
tion radiographs of student samples are made
during the course. The price of S200 includes
noon meals.

AEROTEST OPERATIONS, INC.

RICHARD L. NEWACHECK
PRESIDENT

34S5 FOSTORIA WAY SAN RAMON. CALIFORNIA 94583
(415) 837-4248

SUBSIDIARY OF

AEROTEST OPERATIONS, INC.

PAUL. E. UNDERHILL.
SALES MANAGER/ APPLICATIONS ENGINEER

3455 FOSTORIA WAY SAN RAMON, CALIFORNIA 94583
(415) 837-4248

SUBSIDIARY OF



Momtcs IntemafensS Division
Rockwell International

, CA. 91304 (213) 341-

Located in Southern California, Atomics International has provided neutron
radiography services and systems since 1968 and has been one of the major
contributors in developing N-ray as a production non-destructive evaluating
technique. Using its L-85 reactor as the neutron source, high quality
14"xl7" radiographs are produced for the customer the same aay the hardware
is received. The costs depend upon total quantity and can be as little
as $20 per plate. Standard imaging is accomplished using fine grained
single coated "R" type film with vaoor deposited gadolium converter plates.
Both horizontal and vertical neutron beams are available. Our multi-position
test area provides for up to 15 plates to be radiographed simultaneously,
or the handling of objects up to 6' x 8' in size. In addition, we have
the capability to vary our system to accomodate special applications. Services
include standard imaging, transfer method imaging, development and feasability
studies, image enhancement by doping of object or film techniques, and
interpertation of neutron radiographs. A standard price list and quotations
for special applications are available.

Atomics International Division
Rockwell International

Atomics International Division
Rockwell International
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GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY VALLECITOS NUCLEAR CENTER
VALLECITOS ROAD. PLEASANTON. CALIFORNIA 94566. Phone (415) 862-2211

NUCLEAR EM^nGY

DIVISION

IRRADIATION PROCESSING OPERATION

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY HAS BEEN INVOLVED WITH NEUTRON
RADIOGRAPHY FOR MORE THAN SEVENTEEN YEARS. MOST OF GE'S EXPERIENCE
HAS BFF.N REALIZED AT ITS VELLECITOS NUCLEAR CENTER , NUCLEAR TEST
REACTOR (NTR) LOCATED AT PLEASANTON, CALIFORNU\.

THE NTR OVER THE YEARS HAS EVOLVED INTO A HIGH PRODUCTION, HIGH
OUAI.ITY PRODUCER OF NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHS. MORE SPECIFICALLY, A
THERMAL FLUX OF GREATER THAN 2X106 NVT IS DELIVERED AT TWO INSPECTION
STATIONS CAPABLE OF PRODUCING 17 IN . X 17 IN. NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHS.
THE FLUX IS PROVIDED AT THE COLLIMATION ( l /D) RATIO OF 25 0 OR MORE, A
NEUTRON TO MILLI ROETGEN GAMMA RATIO OF 4X5 n/cm 2 -mR AND LESS THAN
ONE (1) PERCENT DENSITY VARIATION IS REALIZED OVER THE ENTIRE SURFACE OF
THE FILM .

THE NTR ROUTINELY TAKES NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHS ON A 24-HOUR TURNABOUT
BASIS LOCATE D NEAR THREE MAJOR AIRPORTS . EXPLOSIVE MATERIALS AND NUC-
LEAR FUELED DEVICES ARE ROUTINELY HANDLED IN ADDITION TO INERT DEVICES
SUCH AS ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS, TURBINE BLADES, AIRCRAFT HONEYCOMB
SECTIONS, ETC. UP TO NINE (9) POUNDS OF CLASS A MATERIAL CAN BE STORED.

OTHER SERVICES AVAILABLE AT THE NTR INCLUDE AN X-RAY SERVICE AT ONE
OF THE TWO INSPECTIONS STATIONS (THE PARTS DON'T EVEN HAVE TO BE MOVED),
'-;r.'S HYSEN* SERVICE (A METHOD OF DETECTING HYDROGEN CONCENTRATIONS
AS LOW AS 150 PARTS PER MILLION), REACTIVITY TESTING SERVICE (A NON
DESTRUCTIVE METHOD OF DETERMINING NUCLEAR FUEL ENRICHMENT IN UO-2 ,
PuO-2, AND MFXED OXIDES, AND BORON EQUIVALENT CONTENT OF KEY REACTOR
AND FUEL CLADDING MATERIALS), SAMPLE IRRADIATIONS, NUCLEAR POWER
REACTOR DETECTOR CALIBRATIONS, AND OUR MOST RECENT SERVICE ADDITION -
THAT OF A NEXOGRAPH (THE COMBINATION OF A NEUTRON RADIOGRAPH AND AN

X-RAY ON THE SAME FILM UTILIZING THE ADVANTAGES OF BOTH) .

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON THE GENERAL ELECTRIC NTR SERVICES IS
AVAILABLE BY DIRECTING INQUIRIES TO GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, VALLECITOS
NUCLEAR CENTER, VALLECITOS ROAD, PLEASANTON, CALIFORNIA 94566; TELE-
PHONE (415) 862-2211 EXT 4224 OR TWX 9 1 0 - 5 4 8 - 8 4 8 1 .

*i ;.E . regis tered service mark
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